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About This Game
Tengutana is a virtual reality puzzle game.
The player needs to have a sharp eye and good aim as he will have to swing with katana and throw shurikens to solve the tasks at
hand. Your training will be assisted by a supernatural being that will guide you through the whole process.
The goal of the game is to gather souls of fallen warriors by solving puzzles.
Puzzles are made up by cuttable and non-cuttable objects, moving platforms, explosive barrels, portals and more.
The game contains 50 levels to beat, bonus rounds and boss fights.
In following months, free DLC is planned with additional levels to beat.
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Title: Tengutana
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Bartoš Studio
Publisher:
Bartoš Studio
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10 64bit
Processor: Intel i5 2400 or similar AMD CPU
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: nVidia GTX 1060
DirectX: Version 12
Storage: 1 GB available space
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Really cool spooky little game, very much like many of the classic NES side scrollers. There are some issues such as the
attacking is kind of annoying because the candy corn bullets curve down and some of the hitboxes are bull, also I don't like
having to play with the d-pad instead of the stick but I am using some crappy knockoff xbox controller so that doesn't help. I
meant what I said when I said that it is much like classic NES side scrollers because boy it is difficult, 3 lives and when you die
you start straight from the beginning, luckily there are checkpoint so if you only die once or twice you don't start again but on
that third death you're screwed. It's a lot of trial and error which makes it rather frustrating and I think there should be some
kind of easy mode for casuals like me but either way it's a pretty decent game.. gumboy ? dafaq ?. I played this as a kid after
Warcraft and C&C (Not WoW, not Red Alert). This was the game my hours were poured into before I was exposed to Civ II.
Well worth the price, just for the gameplay.. Easy way to get a lot of achievements. More, more, more of what you liked A
World of Hurt for. A fun mixture of simple RPG and intense shooter, with a simple Game Boy game design, Spectrum
graphics, beautiful explosions, and funny dialogue. It's also quite hard. I felt like my Xbox One controller's D-pad wasn't as
responsive in this game as it was in the previous game, but it worked well enough overall. Exploring the world and finding
secrets brought me back to my Game Boy Classic days, when I braved the myriad lands of Final Fantasy Legends I and II. Great
stuff. I hope we'll see more from these guys!. Don't waste your money- about the only redeeming feature of this game is the art.
The rest is a buggy, broken mess in a world full of empty spaces.. wow what a disapointment. I loved this game as a kid, but this
new version is totally ruined.
Pros:
•workshop support
Cons:
•Won't pick up my Logitech G25 racing wheel which the original WILL pick up.
•The "new graphics" still look like they're 11 years old
•the speedo doesn't even work 90% of the time
•Tire textures are a pale gray for some reason
Some of the bugs may only be on my side but I've honestly never seen a game remade so poorly in my life.. my game does not
start where it says that they have bugs and issues it did't started till i have downloaded it. Please help
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I have never played a city builder that was just so indepth and this unique. Get it.. The frame rate is so slow I could redraw the
sprites in real time. And this is after having issues to get the game to start. Do not buy seriously.. For the price, this is a great
game. Short, sweet, and relaxing.
If you have ever played spore, this is essentially a beefed up version of the cell stage (which was my favorite part of spore).
It has a nice sound track, and the graphics are pretty good.
provides some tough challenges here and there.
I will say that the final 'boss' wasn't really challenging since you don't actually take any damage or die, and the game could use
replayable missions for faster leveling endgame (I use that word loosely). Getting to max level is mostly for the achievement for
the completionist in you.
The stats are a bit confusing. Things like attack and defense don't seem to do anything. I dont know, maybe defense prevents
pushback... either way, it seems like it was meant for more, but it just didn't happen.
I do recommend the game, but don't expect more hours of gameplay than I had.. Not bad, buy it with the bundle.. This is one of
the best experiences in a racing game, so long as you are looking for a game that feels real. This game will punish you for every
little mistake, and is best played with as few assists as possible.. Yncuje naise supder nerver gelegass Na'Vi(zaebis) &
Envuys(pidorasi) hui ghirenger & jonerted
Patch v1.11:
Hello all,
patch v1.11 was just released, this is just a minor patch and it is a performance update for Oculus users utilizing the most recent
engine patch. (4.18.1).
What's next ?
* You can expect support for Windows Mixed Reality headset in next major update. (v1.20)
* additional stuff in options menu (music, render quality settings, etc.)
. Patch v1.20:
Hello VR gamers,
* this patch is resolving issue with inability to get full rating on level 23.
* adding few minor performance improvements
Enjoy !. Patch v1.03:
Hi all,
New patch contains small fixes for reported issues:
* added 1st run sound check
* adjusted collisions for Shurikens in main menu (for more fun). Windows Mixed Reality support:
Hello VR players !
Tengutana works with the new Microsoft Windows Mixed Reality headsets.
They are on the cheap side and provide a lot of fun for your buck.
It is hard to admit that even though Tengutana was designed for HTC Vive and Oculus Rift it looks stunning on the new WMR
headsets which cost lot less than competition.
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.
Patch v1.12:
Hello guys,
the patch v1.12 fixes few issues that were reported by the community.
Mainly the following:
* fixed inability to resize in "boss" rounds
* removed counting cuts from menu to first level
* added repeat/continue option after level menu

. Patch v1.01:
Hi gamers,
patch v1.01 was released, we are addressing issues and adding features.
In this patch we had addressed following issues :
* fixed issue when player height was set to 0
* adjusted main menu behaviour
* adjusted volume of ambient sounds for day/night cycle
* added torch fire sound. Patch v1.14:
Hi all,
due to reported issues with AMD VGA's, some effects had to be removed from the game until it is resolved.
As a result, the crates and rocks wont be as good looking as they were before, but it wont affect any physics related to the shape.
We had contacted AMD and reported the issue, we just hope that patch will be in next driver update.
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Anyways we will report back with the results once we have them :)
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